Petitions For New Class Officers Due Next Week

Beginning April 14th nominations for class officers will be accepted at the CYS office. The nomination boxes will be opened from April 14th through April 21st at 5 o'clock.

All nominations are made by petition. Each petition must have a separate petition and each petition must be signed by a minimum of fifteen students. At the end of each day the nominating committee will open the box, and post all nominations so that students may keep up with them. Any student with a 70 average or higher on the midterm will be eligible for the position. Officers for the town girls, sophomore, junior, and senior class will be named.

On April 26th the candidates will be presented in chapel, voting will take place the next day.

Tentative Plans For Celebration Announced

The tentative program for the celebration of the sesquicentennial of GSCW will begin at 6:30 P.M. Friday afternoon April 25, with an alumnae banquet. Dean Agnes H. Chivers, Harris University, of Alabama and Alabama State Teachers College, Washington, D. C., both alumnae of GSCW, will be the guest speakers for the occasion.

At 10:00 P. M. that evening Monte Carlo night will be held at the Mansion on the quad. The program will be under thedirection of the Academic and Campus Councils. The festivities will begin with the Academic Procession and Commencement Exercises at 11:30 A.M. in the Russell auditorium. The addresses of the commencement speakers will be made by Dean C. S. Bredt, University of Nebraska and Miss Harriet Elliott, wife of the General of the National Defense Council.

The program for the remainder of the day will include a luncheon, alumnae meeting, and dances.

Changes Made In Grammar; Still Wrong To Say "Ain't"

By Ruth Adams

Gay little college girls are probably wishing they could say, "Goodly, goody," to high school grammar teachers now that there have been some changes made. But in all probability, the English teacher back home has heard about these changes too, because news in the English world has a way of getting around.

Ending a sentence with a preposition is now considered absolutely correct. Formerly we were told that such sentences were poorly constructed; but thank goodness, they are accepted.

Another startling revolution—but one that has been gradually creeping upon us—is the use of the split infinitive. Constructions such as "to walk up to the sunset" or "don't let anyone correct you from now on. You'll be the girl you spoke of"—because after all you're correct aren't you?

No longer is it necessary to put apostrophes in such names as Taylor's, College, Merchandising and Farmers Bank, and People Bank.

The word "naive" was considered exclusively singular a few years ago. Now we have learned that this word may be singular or plural depending on its meaning.

Another grammar rule that could go down in that little red notebook is that it is permissible to say, "We found yourselves going slowy." Formerly we thought "go slowly" was the only correct form.

There are dozens of other efforts knocking for admission. Changes in grammar are constantly being made, and the person who tries to correct English today may be too late, anyway. But remember: It's easier to say "slowly" and declarative sentences still demand a period!
Change of Hands

THE COLONADE has come into new hands which hope to accomplish as much as the outgoing officers have done during the last year.

When the recently elected College Government, TWCA, and Recreation officers took their places in the spring quarter, the paper began to take on a life of its own, working with the paper through the year and knowing what the campus wants. If there are complaints, complaints are in the minority. With a large group of students may not be printed.

You may find changes in some issues that the COLONADE has reprinted, but this is an attempt to impress the free opinion of the students, and we promise that no organizations will run it behind during this new year.

Class Nominations

The first day of each quarter campus elections for the three major organizations were held. By June more people voted at these elections than have ever shown interest in them before.

Next Monday the class nominations will be opened. If you want your class to have representative gifts for you there are no other chances to nominate the best gifts in your estimation.

The College Government has made new plans for postnominations. Each student will vote for the office he wants filled on the ballot, and the office of the candidate with the highest number of votes will be taken. For this reason it is hoped that as many people will vote as possible to make sure the class nominations will not be required to fill a large number of vacancies.

Help Another Student

Last year the TWCA sponsored the first Refuge Bell. It was successful enough to raise money for a refugee girl in China; and this year we are planning a bell to be held next Saturday. If you think that the funds will be well crowded, we know that all students who are interested in helping should attend.

Thank You

The Oregon High School Board of Directors would like to thank all those who had a hand in making the last year a success. The Board profusely thanks the members of GOWC and CHC for their steadfast support, and thanks the two groups for their assistance in the necessary work on the different public relations projects. GOWC students who were so kind as to think, and to those who are
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Rambles

Shawn enjoying peach during intermission at the freshman dance Saturday night at Flora Haskins, Steve Sine, vice president of the club, Frank Hunter, and Joyce Still, president.

GSC Debaters Attend Meet at Ala. College

Sue Beuh, Delilh, and Shuw Sine were among the members of the Oregon State College, which went to the University of Alabama for the first time ever, for the Greek debate meet.

GSC Observes Anniversary On Radio

"We recall," one of the special GOWC radio programs in conjunction with the CHC anniversary celebration, pictured left and right, as this was the first year that both organizations, the GSC and the CHC observed the same anniversary day. These programs were designed to bring new life to the activities of the two organizations.
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Barber, John

There is an old saying, "In a man of letters there is no sin but what you would not have occasion to sin in a new dress but you better dress in the old one." There are only a few occasions in the life of a man for which the old clothes are more suitable than for which he is dressed up for special occasions. The old clothes fit him better than the new; they are just as good as new, and the old clothes look better than the new clothes. The same is true of the old clothes of the Oregon State College, which was founded in 1940.

Rambles

Fill up many spaces, but not the life. There is nothing that says more about a man than his clothes. There are occasions when he will need to dress up, and occasions when he will not need to dress up. The old clothes fit him better than the new clothes, and the old clothes look better than the new clothes. The same is true of the old clothes of the Oregon State College, which was founded in 1940.

"Our Town" To Be Spring Play of College Theatre

By John Adams

"Our Town," the spring quarter production of the College Theatre, will be presented May 6 and the Russell Theatre, 50 E. Broadway, will be the location. Miss Edith Wells will serve as assistant director.
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**Tennis Tournament**

**To Begin This Week**

The spring doubles and singles tennis tournaments will begin this week with 30 students participating. The first match will be played April 15 and the final is scheduled to take place before April 28.

These tournaments are a project of the Tennis club and each member will take charge of a match and referee. Below is a list of the players and their opponents who will play before April 15:


**This Collegiate World**

(From Associated Collegiate Press)

Joe College and Betty co-ed spend more time playing than doing anything else except sleep.

A midwestern survey across the average college student spends 42 hours a week in three pursuits: the greatest amount of this time is occupied by relatively useless listening, bad sessions, radio listening, running and drinking.

Organized student activities are certainly a threat to academic interest, involving only 10 per cent of the student body and only 2.5 per cent of the total leisure time.

Can you stand another survey? This one shows that about one-fourth of the men at the University of Texas provide class for the rest.

The Campus Column, student weekly, took an inventory of the packets of the men students. The investigation disclosed that only 10 per cent of them carried cigarettes, while half had matches. The rest, presumably, burned both matches and matches.

Perhaps significantly, there was no reference to the amount of cash found in any of the stores.

**Look around you at the ball park**

...you'll see the clean white Chesterfield pack on every side

Every smoker who enjoys a **Cooler smoke** that's definitely **Milder and Better-Tasting** is a Chesterfield fan.

The **can't-be-copied blend** of the world's best cigarette tobaccos makes Chesterfield the league leader in every cigarette quality that people want and like.

Enjoy the game with Chesterfield

They Satisfy!